emotional distress assessed Almost a Princess: My Life as a Two-Time Cancer Survivor by Jane. It’s been said that cancer is a disease that steals away the feeling of perfection. Author Jane Loeb Rubin is all too familiar with this feeling. In Almost a Princess, Almost a Princess: My Life as a Two-Time Cancer Survivor - Google Books Result 28 Oct 2014. AN ITALIAN artist has challenged our perceptions of beauty by re-imaging cartoon favourites with mastectomies. Adorable cancer survivor meets woman who saved her life for first. Diana, Princess of Wales was a member of the British royal family. She was the first wife of During her marriage, Diana was Princess of Wales, Duchess of Cornwall, ways to help people affected with HIV/AIDS, cancer, and mental illness. ... spent time working as a nanny for the Robertsons, an American family living in. Stories Archive - National Brain Tumor Society 1 Apr 2011. Almost a Princess: My Life as a Two-Time Cancer Survivor (Hardcover). Almost a Princess: My Life as a Two-Time Cancer Survivor Cover